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‘Sign of Strength’ in Gold 

Gold is registering its first upside Exhaustion signals since the downside Capitulation at $1683 on 
March 30th.  Such ‘Signs of Strength’ are common in the early stages of a long-term advance.  
This coincides with a potential weekly Sequential 9 Sell Setup (nine consecutive weeks with a 

close above four weeks earlier).  We can anticipate an interim high within the next three days 
(capped at the 61.8% retracement, $1930, from August) followed by a mild correction to the 20-
day ema.  
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The big picture is looking quite good as gold prepares to take out the all-time highs in the coming months. 

 

  



The recent underperformance of gold miners (GDX, GDXJ, HUI) versus bullion matches Q2 of 
1978.  It could be that the miners do not really become highfliers until gold and silver digest the 
recent gains and are ready to breakout. 
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